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STUDIES OF NUCLEAR STRUCTURE IN
ANTINUCLEON CHARG3-EXCHANGE REACTIONS

N. Auerbach

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545
and

. School of Physics and Astronomy:
Tel-Aviv University, Tel-Aviv, Israel

ABSTRACT

The antinucleon-nucleus charge exchange reaction is discussed
and its use as a probe of isovector excitations in nuclei is
described. Atte~tion is drawn to the fact that the (~,fi) reaction
will predominantly excite “pionic” (i.e., longitudinal spin) modes
in nuclei. Comparison between (~,ii) and (n,p) reactions is made.
Plans for (~,ii) experiments in the near future are mentioned.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years charge-exchange reactions have proven to be a
very useful means for studying giant isovector resonances in nuclei.
The (p,n) reactions at intermediate energies have pr]bed the spin
excitations of nuclei and have lead to the observation of the
Gamow-Teller (GT) res nancc and the study of its properties for a
wide :ange of nuc~ei, f In the pion charge-exchange reactions
(Kt,n ) and (n-,n ), on the other hand, the spin excitations are
suppressed and one is able to select the spin-independent electric
isovector excitations in nuclei. In this manner the charge-exchange
analogs of the giant dipole were observed and the comp n ntc of the

85giant isovector monopole were seen for the first time. ~
The (~,fi) reaction combines some of the features of the nucleon

and pion charge-exchange processes, In this sense it is a quite
unique reaction. Or the one hand, it is able to excite strongly
spin states in nucl~i but as opposed to nucleons and similarly to
pions It is, because of absorption channels, a reaction that takes
place @t the periphery of the nucleus.

We will now discuss several properties of the (~,fi) reaction
and point out its various applications.

EXCITATIONOF UNNATURALPARITY STATES IN NUCLEI

The most striking feature of the (~,fi) reaction is that it will
preferentially excite unnatural parity (“pionic”) statks such as the
JR . ()-)1+12-,3+, Stc. Thf rea:ons are the following; the natural
parity spin excitations (J = O ,1-,2+,3-,4+, ●tc.) involve only
transverse spin modes (i.e., modes in which the spin vibrations ● re
perpendicular to the momentum transfer) whereas the unnatural parity
transitions are compos~d of both transverse and longitudinal modes
(i.e., spin vibrations parallel to momentum transfer). (The 0- is a
purely longitudinal mode.) The longitudinal part of the Nf!
interaction is due to one pion-exchange, The transverse part is



caused by the exchange cf heavier mesons such as the P and therefore
the longitudinal part is of longer range than the transverse part of
the NR force. Because of the strong absorption of the antinucleon
the transverse part will be suppressed and the longitudinal part
will dominate. The isovector spin-independent part of the force is
also of short-range and will also be considerably weaker than the

isovector longitudinal,
.“. spin-dependent coupling.,

Figure 1 illustrates in a
A schematic ❑anner the

A..- physical picture. As the
: antinucleon approaches the

nucleus and touches the

~
nuclear density it is
quickly annihilated.
Among the virtual mesons
which are exchangedv

r between the approaching ~
and nucleons in the
nucleus only the lightest

Figure 1
one (i.e., the pion) will
reach the nuclear interior
and interact with

several nucleons. The exchange of a p-meson, for example, will
occur only with a very small number of nucleons at the nuclear
surface.

These ideas were outlined some time ago in Ref. 4. Also in
Ref. 4, cross-sections for the various (~,ii transit ons in ~OZr
were calculated using two common types of d forces. 4 ~6 The INIA
calculations have shown that for E- = 175 #leV the ‘pi~..icn

F(unnatural parity) states are exci ed about 10 times more strongly
than the corresponding (the same L) natural parity states.

For example4 4 for an (n,p) reaction with E G 200 14eV the cross
section at e = O for exciting the 1- state is %,8 mb/sr while for
the 0- and 2- states the cross sections are 3,0 mb/nr and 4.4 mb/sr
respectively. On the other hand, for the (~,fi) at Zp = 175 lleV the
cross section for the 1- is 0.05 mb/sr while for the 0- und 2-
states the corresponding cross sections are 0.34 mb/sr and
0.57 mb/sr, thus the L . 1 unnatural parity states are much more
strongly excited than the giant 4ipole. For more details see
Ref. 4,

In a reeent model calculatlon7 in which only the lf + lg
transition is considered the differential cross sections for the 1+
and 0- isovector excitation in *OZr(~,~’) at 175 ?teV were estimated.
For the 1- state only the L = S = 1 part was included so that ● pure
transverse spin transition resulted. The 0+ + 0- transition is ●

purely longitudinal one. The calculated DVIA cross section at its
maximum for the 0+ + 0- transition was 16 times larg~r than for the
0+ + 1- transition at its maximum. The noduli of the longitudinal
and transverse transition potentials for the 0- ●nd 1- as calculated
in Ref, 7 ●re shown in Fig. 2. One sees clearly thctt the
longitudinal transition potential dominates the transverse one for
distances larger than the strong absorption rndiuu RSA. It W-S
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Figure 2

pointed out7- that in light
nuclei (A - 20) the node in the
longitudinal transi’. ion
potential is outside RSA and
thus cancellations occur for the
0+ + 0- transition. As a result
the dcminance of the
longitudinal transitions is
reduced in light nuclei. One
should therefore attempt to
measure the pion-like
transitions in heavy nuclei.

The dominance of the
longitudinal transitions in the
antinucleon charge-exchange
reaction follows from the v~ry
general properties of the NN
interaction and does not depend
on the details of the force.
This characteristic feature of
the (~,ii) reaction, we feel may
provide exciting possibilities
of research. There has been a
longstanding question whether

f<eld is enhanced in
~!~z~~:~~ and whether precursor
phenomena8 to pion condensation

in nurlei. Tl)ese effects should show up :1 he longitudinal
response function of nuclear excitations. M The (~,ii) reaction
presents some possibilities to study such effects in nuclei. One
should keep in mind however that these effects occ~r at higher
momentum transfer in which case the dominance of the longitudinal
transitions in (~,ii) will be reduced.

OBSERVATIONOF GAMOW-TELLFRSTRENGTH

The (~,ii) reaction induces hTz - +1 transitions in the target
nucleus. Therefore it will be possible to measure ~+ strength (S+)
particularly of Gamow-Teller (GT) type.

By me~suring the S+ strength and comparing it to the GT~ S-
strength measuredl in (p,n), one ma

Y
be able to better understand

the problem of missing GT strength. Presently two different
●xplanations have been put forward to account for the missing GT
strength. The first suggests that the strength is removed to very
high energie due to the coupling of th
hole states~l Inthe second approach

to A-particle-nucleon
1~,~~ the missing GT strength

is due to the coupling of the lp-lh GT state to 2p-2h configurations
leading to a fragmentation of GT strength.

By using (n,p) or ~,fi) reactions it may be possible to shed
light on this problem and provide more direct ●xperimental ●violence
concerning one of these possibilities. The (F,ii) reaction might be
even better suited than (ntp) to study GT strength because of the
suppression of natural parity excitations.



The inclusion of 2p-2h configurations in the configuration
space in which the GT is calculated leads not only to a
fragmentation of the

z
trength but also the the appearance of new

additional strength.l For a @- transition the strength in a
nucleus like 90Zr should be

S- = 3(N-Z) + AS

: where AS is the additional GT strength mentioned above. In the ~+
channel the strength AS should appear14 so that the sum rule

s- - S+ = 3(N-Z)

is obeyed. If indeed the second hypothesis about the missing GT is
valid, then one should find some of this strength in the (~,ii)
reaction.

In some light and medium heavy nuclei GT, $+ transitions of the
oha type are allowed. For example, in cONi the transition

‘7/2 * ‘5/
#

is allowed for both 13- and $+. A comparison of the
(p~rl) on t e one hand and the (n,p) and (F,ii) on the other m ht be

1!!of interest. Note that in the case of ‘ONi RPA correlations do
affect the f7 z + f /2 part of the GT transitions.

i?
Our DWIA-RPA

●stimate of t e ‘ON (p,ii)cOCo, f7 2 + f5/2, GT transition gives a
6forward peaked cross section of a out 4.5 mb/sr for 0 = OO.

EXCITATION OF NEWRESONANCES

One will also be able to excite new types of giant resonances
in (~,ii). In part

iz
ular there is the possibility that the spin

isovector monopole will be detected. The transition density for a
monopole excitation has a volume part and a surface part of opposite
sign which usually cancels to a large extent the contribution of the
volume part in the cross section. However, if the interaction is at
the surface as is the case with 160 14eVpions or with antinucleons,
then mostly the surface part of the transition density contributes
and the cross sections could be measured. One would ●xpect,
therefore, to observe the isovector monopole state in (j$,ii) and
because of the relatively strong spin-isospin component in the ~
force the spin part of an isovector monopole transition would S1:OW
up. The cross section for exciting the spin isovector monopole was
computed in a DWIAcalculation with an RPA transition density. The
calculation includes in addition to the L = 0, S = 1, J - 1+ also
the L = 2, S = 1, J = 1+ component. The f~rward peaked differential
cross sectio~l is about 0.8 mb/sr for e = O .

STUDYINGTHE ~ INTERACTION

The (~,il) reaction will hel to determine the spin, isospin
components of the NN force. dn nelastic (~,~’) scattering on ‘ZC
an attempt was made to measure17 the cross sections for the
transition to the J - 1+, T-0at12.7HeV andtheJ =l+,T=l
state at 15.1 !leV. These hleasuremen

it
should then provide ●ssential

information that will help determine the v=, and v ~ parts of the
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~ force. Ileasurement of
the J=l+, T=l
resonance is strongly
impaired however by the
closeness of an J = ?+,
T = O (15.3 MeV) level,
which because of its
isoscalar nature is
strongly excited in the
reaction. The (j5,ii)
reaction of course is a
means of avoiding this
difficulty. In this
reaction one can excite
the ATZ = +1 component of
the J = 1+ isotriplet in
the A = 12 nuclei and

12
c

12
B obtain the same kind of

information as in the
(P)F’) measurement of the

Figure 3
J = 1+, T = 1 state (see
Fig. 3).

THE EXPERIMENTALPROGRAM. OUTLINE

In the first stages of the experimental progra~19 at LEAR, the
following reactions will be studied.

(A) The transition 13C(~,ii)13B to the J = 3/2- g.s. of 13B
will be measured. The GT, @--decay tra:lsition between the J = 3/2-
g.s. of ‘3B and J = 1/2- g.s. of 13C is well known and its

6
t value

measured. The 13C(p,n)ljN r~action has also been studied.2 By
measuring this transition in the (~,ii) reaction and combininL it
with the known GT strength one will be able to assess the distortion
effects entering the reaction mechanism. An (n,p) measurement of
this transition was performed recent?.y.21

(B) The reaction ‘2C(~,ii)lzB (g.s.) will be studied. The 12B
ground state (J - 1+, T = 1) is the analog of the 15.1 tleV level in
‘2C. The importance of studying this transition was mentioned in
the previous section. In lZB the first excited level at 0.95 MeV is
a J = 2+, T = 1 state and with the present limited resolution it
could in principle obstruct the analysis of the transition to the
ges. We hope, however, that as discussed above the excitation of
the natural parity J = 2+ state will be weaker as compared with
transition to t!3e g.s.

(C) Also in the first stage of the (~,fi) experiments the
‘Li(~,?i)fHe (g.s,) transition will be measured. The ‘Li and ‘He
ground states have J _ 1+, T = O and J = 0+, T = 1, respectively and
thus the transition is a pure GT one. The ~- transition from ‘He to
the g.s. of ‘Li is known. All the above reactioris will be studied
for forward angles,

Witk these ‘calibrationW experiments in hand one hopes to
measure (~,ii) transition in medium and heavy mass nuclei such as
sOZr and 20’Pb in the uear future.



The comparison between the (~,ii) and (n,p) results (anticipated
from experiments at TRIUMF and LAIIPF) should reveal some new
interesting features in the structure and nuclear spin excitations.
This comparison will tell us more about transverse versus
longitudinal components of various nuclear transitions.
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